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Gila National Forest Plan Revision 

Community Conversations Summary 

March 9-12, 2015 

 

Overview 

The Gila National Forest (GNF) will soon be initiating the revision of its Land Management Plan (LMP), or 

forest plan. This plan will provide a planning and policy framework for the next 15-20 years. It will guide 

the management of forest resources, goods and services across the entire 3.3 million acres administered 

by the Gila NF, including the portion of the Apache NF within the state of New Mexico. Sometimes 

compared to a "view from 30,000 feet", the forest plan provides broad, program-level direction for the 

management of national forest land and resources. Site specific decisions and projects will implement 

the direction of the plan. 

The National Forest Management Act of 1976 (NFMA) requires that forest plans be revised every 15 

years; however, due to available resources and policy changes, it has been almost 30 years since the Gila 

NF plan has been revised.  While the forest has amended its 1986 Land and Resource Management Plan 

numerous times over the years to reflect current management direction, the 2012 Planning Rule (Rule) 

provides new guidance for the development of a plan which includes an adaptive, flexible framework to 

allow national forests to respond quickly to changing conditions and needs. The Rule directs national 

forests to 1) develop a plan with a transparent, public engagement process; 2) use the best available 

scientific, local and native knowledge to inform the planning process; and, 3) provide a framework for 

integrated resource management and to guide product and activity decision-making.  New guidance in 

the Rule also emphasizes a cross-jurisdictional approach to acknowledge that many management issues, 

such as wildfire, water resources and wildlife cross administrative boundaries necessitating cooperation 

with other agencies and local governments. The Gila NF plan will address the risks to sustainability of the 

resources, goods and services the forest provides and will develop a vision for the future management 

of the forest. 

The Gila NF forest plan will consist of three phases (assessment, plan revision and monitoring) in a 4 

year period.  Prior to the Gila hosting the Community Conversation series, the Southwest Regional Office 

enlisted the National Collaboration Cadre on the Gila's behalf. The Cadre's role was to help conduct a 

series of “Community Conversations” on the Forest’s six districts March 9-12, 2015 to engage interested 

community stakeholders to learn about the plan revision process and opportunities for involvement.  

Termed "Meeting Zero" by Cadre members, the intent of the Community Conversation series was to 

initiate a dialog between the public and the Gila NF about forest plan revision. It is hoped that this dialog 

will continue and lead to more productive relationships between the Forest and stakeholder 

communities. 

About 265 participants attended the meetings in Quemado, Reserve, Glenwood, Silver City, Lake 

Roberts and Truth or Consequences. The agenda for all six meetings was the same, as were the 

presentations. Those elements of the meeting that were common to all are presented on the following 

pages.  Information specific to each individual meeting follows this next section.  
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Community Conversations with the Gila National Forest 

 

AGENDA 

Desired Outcomes 

 Build and enhance relationships between the Gila National Forest and its stakeholders 

 Identify expectations for public participation 

 Encourage shared learning 

 Explore opportunities and preferred methods for engagement for Forest Plan Revision (FPR) 

 

1. Welcome (10 min.) 
 

2. Understanding Community Connections to the Gila NF (60 min.) 

 Generations Wall 

 Wrap up & Observation 
 

3. Why Forest Plan Revision Matters (20 min.) 

 Forest Plan Revision Presentation 

 Q & A  
 

4. How do we want to work together? 

 Expectations 

 Table conversations 
 

5. Communication + Public Engagement 
a. What is the best way to engage you and your community in the Forest Plan Revision 

process? 
b. What are the best ways to share information and keep people informed? 
c. Who’s missing? Or, who else should we reach out to? Can you help make the 

connection? 
 

6. Next Steps 
 

7. Close Out 
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Meeting Presentations 
 

Agenda Item #2.  Understanding Community Connections to the Gila NF (Steve Daniels, National 

Collaboration Cadre)  

 

Steve Daniels introduced the Generations Wall as a way for meeting participants to think about ideas, 

concerns, facts, and dates that they may want Gila NF staff to know about.  Participants were 

encouraged to interact with others while they were writing on the wall and talk about the various 

contributions.  Following Steve’s encouragement that “anything you write is the right thing,” 

participants engaged in the exercise for 20 minutes.      

 

Methodology: A large, white banner (approximately 6’x 15’) was posted on a wall with the heading 

“Management of the Gila National Forest.”  Three dates/markers were written on the x-axis: 1990 on 

the upper left side of the banner; 2015 (current year) in the middle; and, 2040 (representing the future 

generation) on the right. On the left side (y-axis) were the following markers in descending order: Local, 

Regional, and National.  Participants were encouraged to use colored markers or use sticky notes to 

write anything that they think is important for the Gila NF to understand the past, present or future 

management of the Forest. Participants were given 20 minutes to contribute their ideas in a 

brainstorming session and were encouraged to continue to add ideas throughout the length of the 

meeting. 

 

Agenda Item #3: Presentation: Why Forest Plan Revision Matters (Matt Schultz, Gila NF Planner) 

 

The PowerPoint presentation provided an overview of the Gila NF forest plan process, why it is being 

revised, and the importance of public involvement.  Citing some examples of change in the almost-30 

years since the last Forest Plan was written, Matt noted that significant changes in science and 

technology, public perceptions and values, uses and demands, as well as stressors and threats to 

sustainability have all contributed to a need for revision.  Throughout the presentation, Matt 

underscored that decisions that implement the forest plan directly affect the environment, local and 

regional economies, and quality of life. 

 

Matt explained the required steps in plan revision in the presentation: 1) assessment; 2) plan revision 

and National Environment Policy Act [NEPA] analysis; and, 3) implementation, monitoring and adaptive 

management.  In the Assessment, collaboration with members of the public, local, state, and federal 

entities, tribes, and organizations will help the Forest develop a snapshot in time of what’s working in 

the current plan and what needs to be changed.  During the Assessment, Forest staff will use data from 

numerous sources and information gathered through public involvement to assess conditions and 

trends of 15 ecological, social, and economic topics to determine the resiliency and sustainability of 

resources, goods, and services that the Forest provides. He noted that social and economic influences 

include the social, cultural and economic conditions, benefits from ecosystem services, and multiple 

uses and their economic contributions, among others.  
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In Plan Revision and NEPA analysis, the second phase, there is an opportunity for public involvement 

including to help inform the development of desired future conditions for the Forest and potential 

special designations such as research natural areas, wilderness and wild and scenic rivers.   

 

During Monitoring and Adaptive Management, the third phase, conditions are monitored internally and 

cooperatively to determine if the Forest’s resource management is aligned with desired conditions and 

objectives identified in the Plan. Adaptive management allows the Forest to make appropriate changes 

if needed.    

 

Matt referenced features of the 2012 Planning Rule which emphasize collaboration and public 

engagement with interested citizens, local and State governments, entities, and tribes; in addition, 

efforts will be made to coordinate with other planning efforts to assess the capability of creating joint 

objectives across jurisdictions.    

 

Agenda Item #4:  How do we want to work together?  

 

Susan Hansen, Collaboration Cadre member from western Colorado, described an example of how the 

rural community in which she lives worked with the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre and Gunnison NF 

(GMUG NF) in its plan revision effort. With feedback from local stakeholders, including Delta County, 

where Hansen was county supervisor and owns a ranching operation, a collaborative process was 

designed around five Landscape Working Groups, which were roughly focused on watersheds. These 

working groups worked in concert with eight counties involved in Plan Revision to design and participate 

in a “very robust public engagement strategy” during the length of the plan.  

 

Hansen detailed how the design process began with discussions with the GMUG NF planning team on 

roles, responsibilities and expectations. Interested stakeholders asked questions, for example: What do 

you expect of me? How will you use the information that we give you? How do we know if you used the 

information? Hansen emphasized the importance of defining expectations in order to become a 

meaningful partner in a plan revision process. “The more you keep coming, it’s really a relationship-

building to help sustain the process,” said Hansen, adding that the more people keep coming to 

meetings and are involved, the more meaningful the relationship between community members and the 

Forest.  

 

In the introduction to the exercise on expectations, Hansen asked meeting participants to remember 

that all expectations need to be weighed against the available resources and she emphasized the 

importance of communication between stakeholders, communities and the Gila NF.  The exercise 

provided an opportunity for discussions with both Gila NF staff and community members to talk about 

their expectations for participation in the plan revision process. A worksheet was provided to each table 

where a self-selected member of the discussion group recorded responses to questions, including: What 

are your expectations of the Gila NF? What are the Gila NF’s expectations of the interested stakeholders 

and communities? What are the interested stakeholders’ expectations of each other?  
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Agenda item #5: Communication + Public Engagement 

 

Steve Daniels, Collaboration Cadre member, distributed a worksheet to tables for a group discussion 

about ways for interested stakeholders and the Gila NF to communicate with each other. The 20-minute 

exercise asked participants asked the following questions: What is the best way to engage you and your 

community in the Forest Plan Revision Process? What are the best ways to share information and keep 

people informed? A self-selected recorder for the group recorded responses and handed in the forms to 

the Gila NF for their consideration in developing a communication plan for the plan revision process.  
 

Agenda Item #6: Next Steps  
 

Matt Schultz, Gila NF Planner, thanked participants for attending and provided an overview of how the 

plan revision process will move forward in the next few months, beginning with the development of a 

public engagement strategy that would be available for review and comment from interested 

stakeholders. The Assessment Phase is tentatively scheduled to begin in May 2015 with involvement 

with interested stakeholders.  Once the Draft Assessment Report is produced, the draft will be available 

for public review and comment. Matt identified different ways of engaging the public and tribes in the 

process, including meeting with organizations, local government entities, and communities, emphasizing 

that the public engagement process will evolve and be adapted as it moves forward with public input. 

He noted that government to government contact with tribes will be a parallel process during the 

Assessment Phase. In closing, Matt asked participants to be sure to provide contact information on the 

sign-in sheet and that they stay tuned for further developments. Forest staff remained at the meeting 

site for one-on-one conversation after the meeting was adjourned.  
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Discussion Points Specific to Individual Meetings 
 

Meeting Location: Quemado, New Mexico 

Quemado Ranger District 

Quemado Consolidated School 

Monday, March 9, 2015 5-8 p.m. 

 

Thirty-one interested community members participated in the first meeting in a series of six in the all-

purpose room of the Quemado Consolidated School. 

 

Welcome/Introductions 

Following a welcome by Emily Irwin, Quemado District Ranger, Forest Service staff and participants 

introduced themselves. Steve Daniels, Collaboration Cadre (Cadre), introduced fellow Cadre member 

Susan Hansen and provided an overview of the meeting objectives. “This is an opportunity for you to 

figure out how you want to work together these four years,” said Steve, who noted that there is a 

paradigm shift in the way the Forest Service conducts business now, as opposed to as in the past when 

the agency developed management plans internally.  

 

Agenda Item #2: Generations Wall 

 

Generations Wall—At a Glance  

Taken as a whole, the written contributions offered a relatively quick view of those issues, concerns, and 

ideas that were foremost in participants’ minds. While the majority of the written contributions fell into 

the intersection of Local and 2015, thus representing the perspectives of the present generation in the 

local community, other contributions offered in the pre-1990 timeframe suggested the economics of the 

timber industry and impact of a local timber mill closure. Looking ahead to the future, comments ranged 

from continued grazing to local management of the Mexican wolf.   Many of the comments reflected 

ideas or concerns about timber production, restoration needs on the Forest, grazing, access to Forest 

lands, and issues related to the reintroduction of the Mexican wolf in 1998. Overall, the contributions 

appeared to express interest in the link between Gila NF land management, multiple uses, and the 

economic well-being of the local community.  

 

Agenda Item #3: Presentation: Why Forest Plan Revision Matters (Matt Schultz, Gila NF Planner) 

Matt Schultz and other members of Forest Service staff responded to the following questions. 

 

Q & A 

 

Q. Can you tell me what carbon stock is? 

A. Matt Schultz: It’s how much carbon is being sequestered by the forest. 

 

Q. I live in the Apache NF. Are they going to have another study on the Apache? 

A. Matt Schultz: We'll be assessing those areas [of the Apache National Forest] on the NM side 

A, Art Telles: All parts of the national forest in NM will be assessed 
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Q. When you have a "we" is it going to be FS people or people within areas where people have  

knowledge of the area?  

 

A. Matt Schultz: That’s the idea. We really want your knowledge, experience--you may even have data. If 

we maximize the amount of data shared, we [can] maximize the effectiveness of the plan. 

 

Q. What is special uses? 

A. I have a slide right after this one that explains it.  

 

Q. Does that monitoring mean compliance with the government? 

A.  Matt Schultz:  Right. We need to monitor & check our progress [towards desired future conditions], 

and we’ll be generating monitoring reports every other year. 

 

[Email address provided in presentation and handout: gilaplan@fs.fed.us] 

 

Q. You gave us an email address. Who see those emails and what kind of turnaround [for responses] can 

we expect? 

A. Matt Schultz: I monitor that. If specific questions are most district-related, I'll be sure they answer 

that. It's part of my email and I’ll try to have at least a 3-5 day turnaround. 

 

Q. Where do you work? 

A. Matt Schultz: Silver City 

 

Q. What about funding? Can we rely on funding, or does it depend on which Congress is in office? 

A. Matt Schultz: There’s pretty strong support for a 4 yr. planning process—we have sufficient funding 

for that time period. After that, we see where we're at. I'll stay on, so there will be that consistency. If 

you look who's on our core team, at least 2 came from the Gila NF, so there's continuity. There's a 

strong staff presence [in the Forest Plan Revision]. 

 

Q. I'm thinking if the plan is for 15 yrs., there needs to be funding to back those changes in the plan. 

 

A. Matt Schultz: The budget for the implementation [of the Plan] is a little bit uncertain, for example, 

watershed restoration. I'm not always so privy to that. 

 

A. Matt Turner (Region 3 Planner): We're ensuring to get the funding through the revision effort, 

whoever is in the Congress. 

 

Q. [Comment] I’m more interested in implementation. 

 

A. Matt Turner: We're to have funding for plan revision; after that, it’s a little cloudier. 
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Q. Obviously with Congress, the FS ought to be changing their employees & people coming in and out of 

offices/positions have different opinions. How is that going to be affected? 

 

A. Matt Schultz: The 2012 Rule places a lot of scrutiny from across the political spectrum. It'll be a solid 

foundation to develop the plan. The main part of this planning is to restore the ecological integrity of 

this resource, while providing for multiple use. 

 

A. Emily Irwin, District Ranger:  There will be change. I will not be here in 15 yrs. But, we will have a plan 

and that plan sets the course of action and we'll know where the sideboards are.  When people come, 

we're going to weave the job with many things--we're going to work through it—but, the plan will set 

the sideboards. That's going to be the course of action. People will come and go, but plan stays. 

 

Q. When you talk about the whole forest, will it open the land up to foreign interests (not in the county) 

& it won't stay here. How can we ensure that money will stay here? 90% of our county [Catron County] 

is on federal land. How do more locals benefit vs. foreign influences who do as they please with the 

land, as opposed to those who live here? That's a lot of people's problem--timber is a main industry--

when open land opens up to timber, companies will cut at a rapid rate than our capacity and we can't 

keep up with. 

 

A. Emily Irwin:  It’s going to be a balance. This is public land. People who live within this community--this 

land's for everybody. We just happen to be here. We have ties to community and landscape. We 

manage for a wide variety of people, local and far. When we move forward, there will be opportunities--

we'll be looking for partners for that part of the national forest. You are part of what makes us a benefit. 

We're all in this together. Will local people have benefits? I would think so. Outside? I would think so. 

The market is not infinite; there will be opportunities for large industries, small industries. The plan’s not 

going to take us one direction or the other. 

 

Q. [Comment] I would say a good thing is not let public lands become a political football. People from 

other areas come into here and don't see how we're making a living here. They'd just assume we don't 

live here. They shouldn't have a say-so in what happens here. We should be the managers of the land 

here. When I moved here I found a publication on the ailing Gila NF and how it had deteriorated since it 

became a wilderness. For myself, where I live, there were cattle there when I moved there and we didn't 

worry about fire, water-. There was a lot more wildlife back there, more diversity. Haven't seen wildlife 

for years since the cattle was taken off. Now, it's a big deal when I do see one. Put an enclosure in Dry 

Blue, and the riparian area deteriorated. Big fence that keeps everything out. And, when cattle were 

there, we had floods. Cattle sloped the streambeds down more. Now, it just comes roaring down like it’s 

coming out of a firehose, destroying everything in its path. Those are just some of my observations. I 
should write it on the sheet. I'd like to see an end to wilderness & wild & scenic. 

 

How Do We Want to Work Together? 
 

After working together for 40 minutes, a representative from each small group reported out to the large 

group. Ideas offered in the large group report-out are below, verbatim. Additional ideas written on 
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worksheets were turned in to Gila NF staff.  Note: Items in brackets [ ] are used by the facilitator to add 

clarity. 

 

 I need you to be one of us. 

 

 Gila NF: We come with a high level of trust. We’re not always going to be in perfect alignment. 

We focus on what, not who. We don’t personalize it. I hope you work with the community and 

the Forest. 

 

 I’d like to see the Forest [Service] be more friendly. 

 

 Getting more people here, more involved, personal contact. If you care, show up and be part of 

the solution. Relationships: it’s difficult to engage Native Americans. We need to look at 

personal invitations.  

 

 Expectations for the agency and community: provide information for where to report resource 

damage, where and what. Community to community, work together for common interest to 

lower environmental impacts. There’s a willingness of communities to work together on 

common goals and interests. Water is a big issue in this area.  

 

 People want to hear the truth from the Forest Service. Locals have the same standing as others 

outside the Forest. 

 

 The community format is appreciated. People like to come together to interact. 

 

 We’d like the Forest Service to be part of this community, not aside, to embrace the 

stewardship of the land, people, livestock and wildlife. There’s a lot of diversity of opinion. We 

can agree on being part of the community. For example, Lisa [Mizuno] came to a fundraiser to 

be part of the community and Janice [Stevenson] spent 2 hours with us. Little things foster the 

stewardship. 

 

 What doesn’t work: spring tank got clogged. 

 

 The original purpose is the expectations is that we manage for multiple use. 

 

 Your timeline should go back to 1973 with the Endangered Species Act. The Environmental 

Justice Act is the biggest obstacle. Put the management back to the Forest Service. 

 

 Federal lands should be turned over to the State. 

 

 I expect the Forest Service to respect us as individuals, our private property right, and respect 

our culture though it may not be like tribal, we are our own culture. We have a vested interest 

in the land and we want you to work with us.  
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Meeting Location: Reserve, NM 

Reserve Ranger District 

Fair Building/Catron County Fairgrounds 

Tuesday, March 10, 2015, 10 a.m.-1 p.m. 
 

Forty-four members of the community attended the second Community Conversation in Reserve, NM.  
 

Welcome/Introductions 

John Pierson, Reserve District Ranger, welcomed participants to the meeting and emphasized the 

importance of communities coming together to talk about the Gila NF upcoming plan revision process. 

 
Agenda Item #2 Generations Wall 

 

Generations Wall-At a Glance 

 

The overarching theme is a concern about the link between the health and sustainability of forest 

resources and the health and sustainability of the historic and current local economy. The history of 

ranching and wilderness designations set the local pre-1990 stage. Currently, wildfires, floods and a 

changing climate are of local concern. Nationally, some comments referenced the power shift from rural 

communities to urban areas and national budget cuts as important things for the Gila NF to consider as 

it begins plan revision. Comments regarding the future centered on logging, cattle ranching, wolves, 

access, wilderness designations and sustainable multiple use. 

 

Agenda Item #3: Presentation: Why Forest Plan Revision Matters (Matt Schultz, Gila NF Planner) 

Matt Schultz and other members of Forest Service staff responded to the following questions. 

 
Q & A 

 

Following the presentation, participants had an opportunity to ask questions of Matt and other Gila NF 

staff members. The verbatim questions and responses are below. Note: Items in brackets [ ] are included 

by the facilitator to add clarity.  

 

Q. Who will do the economic analysis? Not someone from Detroit? 

A. We will use the Regional Office out of Albuquerque, someone on the team 
 

Q. One concern is they don’t contact us local people at all. I highly recommend that they contact the 

local people, too, to see what the impact will be. 

A. Yes, there will be a lot of sit-down meetings to try to develop those ideas. 

 

Q. You make everything sound very hopeful. You know, you’ve spent years going to meetings like this 

and thinking up comments to write and everything seems to be going one direction.  When it all comes 

down, they’re going to click a mouse and take all your money out of your bank account. It’s all about 

taking our water. How many of you have heard about Agenda 21? Came out of the Kyoto protocol… 
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Q. What value do you have on using the best available science? Where does that sit on the list of 

importance? Do we take input from the environmentalists, or is it placed above? How is that valued? 

A. The assessment will be based on science, but as we move forward, we need people’s ideas. 

 

Q. I believe the best available science will line up with people’s common sense. It will take care of our 

resources. Best available science will tell us to manage what we have. Best available science tells us 

those things. 

A. We take care of monitoring components, and develop science as we go along. 

 

Q. We need protection from the environmental organizations’ use of the Equal Access to Justice Act. 

 

A. During the assessment, we’ll make all that [the analyses] publicly available. It will be publicly 

documented. Feel free to make comments on that. There will be opportunities all during the process. It 

won’t be just one formal comment process. 

 

Q. When it comes down to the different analyses or you going to go to the public, can we make local 

decision on whether that’s a good idea or not? 

A. We’ll have work groups around certain topics and we can have a lot of dialogue. 

 

Q. Historically, you need to prove that the Forest Service will listen. 

A. That’s a good segue to what’s next. 
 

 

Agenda Item #4: How Do We Want to Work Together? 
 

After working together for 40 minutes, a representative from each small group reported out highlights 

of their group’s discussion on expectations for working together.  Additional ideas written on 

worksheets were given to Gila NF staff.  Note: Items in brackets [ ] are used by the facilitator to add 

clarity. 

 

 We need to know the decision space. 

 

 Coming to meetings, ranchers are very busy. We’re not used to all the paperwork. When we 

come to a meeting and we’re not seeing progress, you feel like you’re wasting time. If there’s a 

push to get it done, get it done. Make it meaningful and see making progress. 

 

 Good coordination between the A-S [Apache-Sitgreaves NF] and the Gila NF along the state line. 

 

 Community would like to have help relative to thinning and other projects. 

 

 Community expects to have honest consideration of input and concerns. Maybe in the past it 

was lip service. 
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 Trust is intangible. Our trust as a community increases collectively. We respect each other, may 

have to make tradeoffs. We focus on What and not Who. 

 

 Understanding of integrity. Put our best foot forward. 
 

 Coordination between all people who live in the community. 

 

 Timing of the meeting. Maybe more participation would come another time of the day. 

 

 How much weight do you put on public comments? Wouldn’t our comments be weighted more 

heavily? 

 

 Be transparent about our resources. 

 

 If you could show our input and how it could be used or not used. 

 

 Understand that the agency must balance different perspectives. 

 

 If you’re participating, don’t bad-mouth those who are trying. 

 

 There are people who had to travel 4-5 hrs. It’s hard to get here. 

 

 Does John [John Pierson, Reserve District Ranger] have the authority to give the go-ahead or is 

he going to get stomped on from above? We’d like John to give us comments. 

 

 We want transparency, not only locally, but also the scientific data. We want those things to be 

available to us so we can analyze them. Academics don’t know what’s going on on the ground. 

 

 We want true representation. The A-S, Cibola NF in this county with 6-7 ranger districts that are 

hundreds of miles in-between. True representation, true listening on both sides. Let’s be honest 

with each other. We can’t expect everyone to go to all the meetings. 

 

[Steve Daniels suggested the use of a joint meeting with the three forests mentioned above to talk 

about what’s going on. Also, he suggested that when counties have multiple forests, residents ask for 

them to coordinate their schedules for public meetings.] 
 

 We need to focus on common goals to be as productive as possible and willingness to 

compromise. 

 

 Special interest groups seem to have more authority than local ranchers or loggers. We need to 

have equal balance. 
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 We should be less technical, use plain language. 

 

 How do we know what’s happened to our comments? 

 

[Steve Daniels commented that he wished the Cibola NF and A-S would use the same process.] 
 

 

Meet Location: Glenwood, NM 

Glenwood Ranger District 

Glenwood Community Center 

Tuesday, March 20, 2015 5 p.m.-8 p.m. 

 

Forty-three members of the public attended third Community Conversations meeting in Glenwood, NM.  
 

Welcome/Introductions 

 

Debbie Cress, Glenwood District Ranger, introduced herself and thanked participants for attending. 

Forest staff introduced themselves and their resource specialty.  

 

Agenda Item #2: Understanding Community Connections to the Gila NF 

 

Generations Wall—At a Glance  

 

A majority of comments were written in the 2015 spatial area and emphasized the local and regional 

impacts of wildfires and flooding on the forest and the local economy.  Concerns about forest resources 

were expressed in several written contributions, for example, overgrown forests faced with drought and 

effects of climate change. Looking ahead to the future (2040), at least one comment questioned 

whether ranching would still exist for the next generation, while others noted the need to manage and 

protect watersheds.  

 

 

Agenda Item #3: Presentation: Why Forest Plan Revision Matters (Matt Schultz, Gila NF Planner) 

Matt Schultz and other members of Forest Service staff responded to the following questions. The 

questions and responses are recorded verbatim. The facilitator has added brackets [ ] to items for 

clarity. 

 

 Q & A 

 

Q. Is there an importance to the list [order in the presentation] of social and economic influences? 

A. No, it’s just how they’re represented in the 2012 Rule. 

 

Q. What about the other agencies—BLM, NPS, USFWS. How are these people going to influence the 

decision? 
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A. We’ll provide many opportunities for interested entities/public to comment. We’ll release copies in 

draft form, will have reached out to agency partners, inviting them to the table. 

  

Q. How much influences do these other agencies have? 90% 

A. I wouldn’t say that. Lots of us have good solid relationships with other agencies, even locals do, 

showing how inviting people [to the table] pays off. 

 

Q. Everyone has something they value. Who do they submit it to and how? 

A. Email us and when we get into some activities, we’ll have been getting signals from you on how you 

want to participate. We’ll be developing a communication plan—how people want to submit things. 

 

Q. So, are we now just starting the assessment phase? 

A. The assessment will begin in May. We’re actually just pre-assessment. We’re filling in the core team 

and extended team, and contacting external agencies. 

 

Q. You had indicated that the majority of this plan is dictated through rules, regulations, Congressional 

direction. What percent can we actually influence? 

A. You can think of rules/regulations as sideboards. 

 

Q. Give me a percentage. 

A. It depends on the issues. 

 

Q. What issues? 

A. We can openly talk about vegetation management, grassland restoration, desired future conditions 

will center that that—there’s a big role in [developing] desired conditions. Standards and guidelines 

might determine where on the ground we might do it. There’s a winnowing out process. 

 

Q. So, logging. We can’t influence logging, wolves, mining. 

A. Wolves we can’t influence. Logging: yes, to meet our restoration goals. 

A. [Art Telles] Yes, and recreation, trails. We can improve habitat. 

 

Q. Is there any way we can look at to indicate or highlight those aspects that we have some power to 

make a difference? 

 

A. If that would be helpful to people. Yes, we can definitely provide that information in the assessment. 

 

[Steve Daniels: You’ve given the most important question. Stay after them on this point. He mentioned 

this plan is under the 2012 Planning Rule. No one has ever completed a plan under this Rule. Remember, 

this is about desired conditions. There’s a lot of science in it, but also a lot of desired conditions. There’s 

value in that.] 

 

Q. You could eliminate a lot of negative communication and frustration if you could tell us which 

decisions can be made in a local/regional office. 
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A. I’d be happy to provide this. 

 

Q. Thanks for this. I’m a county commissioner. My concern is that we achieve consistency in our county 

land plan. There are laws that say we want to be on the IDT team, we want to participate in the events 

and meetings as we go forth. We’re concerned about the three areas [social, economic ecological.] 

Another thing is the best available science. Where does that come from? Professors? Hydrologists? Or, 

come from some old buzzard like me. I want to make sure that you can’t do anything about the wolves. 

They’re a huge deficit in our economy, but you manage the land. We don’t need to have the idea that 

we can’t consider these things. Since we have livestock and big game hunting, I don’t see a lot of other 

recreation. Our county want to participate in the fire management. We’ve done things around Quemado 

re: fire. We can improve with some good science. Our county wants to know that we can achieve 

consistency. The Southwest Association of County Commissioners is wanting to be on our IDT, too. We 

want to work together with you, so it’ll be the best plan for everyone.  

A. We’ll be looking at cooperating agency status. I’ve been talking with Doug Baird. We can seek a lot of 

opportunities, can look at best available science and enter into monitoring partnerships. 

 

Q. [Comment] In a way, everyone in this room, we live here. It’s hard to swallow when plans don’t 

necessarily represent our side. I’m speaking for everybody. We want to wind up with as good of a plan 

as we can.  
 

Agenda Item #4: How Do We Want to Work Together? 
After working together for 40 minutes, a representative from each small group reported out highlights 

of their group’s discussion on expectations for working together.  Additional ideas written on 

worksheets were given to Gila NF staff. Unfortunately, the reporting-out of highlights from a 

representative from each table was not recorded.     
 

 

Meeting Location: Silver City, NM 

Silver City Ranger District 

Wednesday, March 11, 2015, 5 p.m.-8 p.m. 

Grant County Conference Center 

 

Seventy-five community members and 13 Forest Service staff members attended the fourth Community 

Conversations meeting in a series of six the week of March 9-12, 2015. 

 

Welcome/Introductions 
 

Diane Taliaferro, Silver City District Ranger, welcome participants to the meeting and introduced Forest 

staff and their resource specialty.  
 

Agenda Item #2 Generations Wall 

 

Generations Wall-At a Glance  
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Note: Due to the large number of participants, two Generations Walls were provided. For purposes of 

this general summary, the contributions from both walls were considered together.  
 

A significant majority of written ideas/comments fell within the 2015 (Present) and the Local/Regional 

intersection, suggesting a number of current issues which were on participants’ minds. Written 

contributions ranged from concerns about loss of access due to the Travel Management Plan, existing 

wilderness and wildfires to those expressing the need for more transparency and increased partnerships 

and collaboration with the Forest and local governments, including the town, county and community—

and the use of citizen science. The issue of grazing and endangered species [e.g. Mexican wolf] were 

both submitted; at least one comment referenced both grazing and the wolf in one comment. A few 

comments placed in the 1990/Regional and National spatial area referred to the Endangered Species Act 

and Mexican wolf reintroduction as events that the Gila NF staff should know about.  

 

Several contributions offered ideas on how the Forest could work with existing State agencies and local 

communities on issues, for example, water/watershed issues, endangered species and wildfire. Ideas 

about the need to improve Forest health and conditions included the use of logging, thinning and 

restoring the diversity of wildlife and plant life. Comments about wildfire on the Gila NF were 

contributed in all three timeframes: 1990 (past generation); 2015 (current generation); and, 2040 

(future generation).   
 

 

Agenda Item #3: Presentation: Why Forest Plan Revision Matters (Matt Schultz, Gila NF Planner) 

Matt Schultz and other members of Forest Service staff responded to the following questions. The 

questions and responses are recorded verbatim. The facilitator has added brackets [ ] to items for 

clarity. 

 
Q & A 

 

Q. Are there copies of the old plan so we can see what needs to be changed? 

A. The 1986 plan is on the [Gila NF] website 

 

Q. [Reference about a protected status for the Gila River] 

A. There is an eligibility process for wild & scenic rivers [that will be followed]. 

 

Q. Are there any plans for open dialogue with the public? 

A. We will develop a public engagement strategy [that will discuss dialogue opportunities]. 

 

Q. Why has it taken almost 30 yrs. to get to plan revision? 

A. There were earlier planning rules but they were always rescinded [due to legal challenges]. Some 

forests were able to revise some of their plans [under earlier planning rules].  

 

Q. Will this plan include the Apache NF that's on the NM side that is administered by the Gila NF? 

A. Yes. [But] It will not include the A-S [Apache-Sitgreaves NFs] in Arizona.  
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Q. Is there any move to make the plan a living document so you could continue updating some sections 

where it can be fresh & updated from time to time to maintain its currentness? 

A. We can certainly work toward that. The more we can engage now, we're not going to be in the 

position of amending it in two years. This new planning process is a lot broader and not so specific so it 

allows for flexibility.  For certain parts of the plan, we're trying to be more aspirational--looking at 

ecosystems across the whole forest 

 

Q. In the part about using Best Available Science, will you be using research-? Will it require any 

additional monitoring or need more data? 

 

A. We have already certain data sets and we can identify data gaps. The national [Planning] Rule is 

stressing the "available" part. We can develop the plan and monitor as we implement. 

 

Q. How often will the meetings be taking place? 

A. We're hoping to hear from you as far and how often you want to meet, [and] how often you wish to 

be communicated with. We're going to be flexible as much as able—[to] make it meaningful.   

 

Q. With the fire, are you going to monitor the T & E plants? 

A. Under the planning rule, we're not supposed to collect new data but use those that we have. We're 

already doing some monitoring of [fire] effects 

A. [Art Telles] We've been using information from universities and also working with NM State botanist 

 

Q. Do you have data? 

A. [Mitchel White] We'll use any data that we can get. 

 

Q. When you were introducing the process, you listed 15 things the plan was addressing. What about 

the carbon stocks? What's that all about? 

A. [Mitchel White] We'll be looking at the baseline carbon stocks, carbon storage--aspects of vegetation 

and soils. As we develop alternatives, we'll look at changes in carbon stocks and some of prescribed 

management we're proposing. 

 

Q. Can you explain carbon stocks? 

A. [Mitchel White] Vegetation and soils contain a lot of carbon. As we manipulate vegetation, we affect 

carbon stocks. If we manipulate one of these vegetation layers, e.g. if we can cut trees & sell that, we'll 

remove carbon from the forests. This is a new requirement in this Planning Rule. 

 

Q. The 800 lb. gorilla in the room is climate change, so in spite of what we want, we need to put that in 

our priority list to assess. Snowpack will affect the management. 

A. There will be a climate vulnerability assessment. We can look at some of those aspects in the plan. 

 

Q. If more executive orders that happen to designate more wilderness areas, how will this affect the 

plan? 
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A. Congress is the one who designates wilderness. Executive orders are more for [national] monuments. 

I don't know of any of that [national monument proposals] along those lines in next 4 years. We do have 

to adapt to changes of policy. We can only be as adaptable as possible. 

 

Q. Any idea when the NOI for the initiation of the assessment phase? 

A. Maybe April, maybe May. 

A. [Mitchel White] Clarification—it’s a living plan. Through the monitoring plan we'll develop a series of 

questions and we'll continue to evaluate if the plan is working and moving us toward desired conditions. 

If not, then we'll bring the plan back in line.  

 

[Matt Schultz] We introduced the planning team. You can ask questions of them over the break. We’re 

also tapping into expertise of the districts. Lisa Mizuno will help as we move into the NEPA phases. 

We’re also reaching out to the knowledge and expertise of the communities, retirees, and universities. 

Every community has a pool of knowledge. 

 

Q. We all know Congress has its budgets and the Forest Service has had cutbacks over the years, Will 

this affect the plan? 

A. The plan development will not be affected. Once it comes to plan implementation, the crystal ball is a 

lot cloudier. 

 

[Steve Daniels] Comment:  The key is that you’re being invited.  

 

Agenda Item #4: How Do We Want to Work Together? 
After working together for 40 minutes, a representative from each small group reported out highlights 

of their group’s discussion on expectations for working together.  Additional ideas written on 

worksheets were given to Gila NF staff. Unfortunately, the reporting-out of highlights from a 

representative from each table was not able to be recorded due to poor audio conditions.     

 

 

Meeting Location: Lake Roberts, NM 
Wilderness Ranger District 
Little Toad Creek Inn 
Thursday, March 12, 2015, 9 a.m.-12 p.m. 
 
Twenty community members and seven Forest staff members attended the Community Conversations 
meeting at the Little Toad Creek Inn. 

 
Welcome/Introductions 
Ray Torres, Wilderness Ranger District, welcome participants to the meeting and introduced the Forest 
staff and their resource specialty. He then asked participants to introduce themselves.  
 
Agenda Item #2 Generations Wall 
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Generations Wall-At a Glance 

 

A significant majority of contributions were written in the 2015 (Present Generation) and Local/Regional 

spatial area with fewer comments in the 1990 (Past Generation) and 2040 (Future Generation). Overall, 

there was a broad range of ideas that included site-specific improvements to local recreational sites and 

activities to the need to restore forest habitats and manage for diversity and resiliency.  Contributions 

about wildfire referenced the need for local patrols and the Wildland Urban Interface; others noted the 

need to improve the digital infrastructure in the local area to improve communication, in particular in 

case of wildfires and other emergencies. The release of predators, e.g. the wolf, was referred to in a 

contribution about safety. 

 

 While grazing was referenced as a tool to manage Forest growth, another comment suggested that 

effects from historic grazing practices still remain.  On a National scale, at least one participant offered 

that significant dates for the Gila NF staff to know about include the 1924 designation of the [Gila] 

Wilderness, the 1964 Wilderness Act, and the 1966 Historic Preservation Act. At least one comment 

spoke to the need for the Forest to manage for multiple uses and interests. 

 

Agenda Item #3: Presentation: Why Forest Plan Revision Matters (Matt Schultz, Gila NF Planner) 

Matt Schultz and other members of Forest Service staff responded to the following questions. The 

questions and responses are recorded verbatim. The facilitator has added brackets [ ] to items for 

clarity. 

 

Q. Do you have a copy of the 1986 plan? 

A. Yes, it's been digitized and it's on the website [under “Planning” after clicking the “Land and 

Resources Management” link on the left hand side]. [Note: To reach the plan directly, the website 

address is http://www.fs.usda.gov/main/gila/landmanagement/planning] 

 

 

Q. Do you have a paper one? 

A. Yes, it's available upon request. 

 

Q. Everything that's done should have a big funnel & that says "simple". Simplicity wins. 

A. We'll take that to heart. Everything we produce will have an executive summary so you'll still covering 

the issues.  

 

Comment: We don’t want to be beleaguered with thousands of pages. 

 

Q. What's the locus of your organizing teams? Already in New Mexico or is it like the Univ. of Utah 

person? 

A. I'm the forest planner, Rene Guaderrama is on the core team and is doing wildlife biology. He’s been 

on the Black Range Ranger District. Mitchel White, our Forest Ecologist, is from the Apache-Sitgreaves 

NFs planning effort.  Nessa Natharius is on the core team for watershed and soils analysis. We're also 

tapping into information from extended team specialists—Teresa Smergut/Rangeland, Wendy 

http://www.fs.usda.gov/main/gila/landmanagement/planning
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Sutton/Cultural Resources, and Crista Osborn-recreation analysis. We’re [also] tapping into knowledge 

within communities in the forest, district knowledge, and experience on the ground as to what might 

work for special areas. We’re also getting information from the public and other organizations. This is 

not a Forest Service-driven effort. We want something that's very representative of us as a community. 

 

Q. Are you working on it fulltime or is it part of your other duties? 

A. We’re working fulltime as a Core Team. Planning is one of forest's top four priorities, with a four-year 

timeline. 

 

Q. This Road Map--what about the maps involved with travel management? 

A. [Art Telles] We're in the process to develop the map. Implementation doesn't start until those maps 

are available. We’re looking at 1-1 ½ months.  

 

Q. You mentioned you're reaching out to other agencies, community groups. Do you wait for them to 

show or do you go to them so you can discuss things with them so they can contribute? 

A. Excellent question. We'll also attend other organizational meetings. The nice thing about this process 

is that our calling people helped turnout and [the] conversations that started will continue. As we move 

forward, we can learn when certain groups are meeting and attend those events. 

 

Q. Are you making a list and writing things down about this meeting? 

A. We’ll post the meeting summaries and try to summarize the Generation Wall--what issues were 

brought up for each meeting. 

[Comment] Mitchel White: Kathleen Bond is taking notes 

 

Q. Are other federal agencies taking part?  BLM, Dept. of Forestry? 

A. Yes, we’re working with them in incorporating their plans and they’re aware we're going through it, 

reviewing topics & interests that may require cross-agency coordination. 

 

Q. About tourism--are we going to have a free fishing day to get ready for the season?  

A. That's more of a NM Game and Fish Department question. 

[Comment] Art Telles: We’re not going to do a fish derby because of the condition of the lake. A lot 

depends on the weather. 

 

[Comment] There was a thing with the drain and that would slow down the filling. 

[Comment] There’s a pipe that needs to be reamed out. The level won't be higher unless that's done. 

They may have to reduce the current level of the lake to get that done. 

Q. Do you know when that will be done? 

[Comment] The last email I got from project director from NMFG—it was close to finishing the specs to 

get the pipe reamed out. Anything you can do, do.  

Q. Who's the main contact? 

A. Use state & local representations 

A. [Art Telles] It's the New Mexico Game and Fish in Las Cruces 
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[Comment] The Forest Service has part of that lake—it has to affect your bottom line. 

 

Q. Is this project limited in scope for funding? 

A. The scope is fairly expansive. We do have a budget for next 4 years to get plan done. After that, the 

crystal ball is a little cloudy as to implementation. 

 

[Note: a sign up list was distributed for people that wanted more information about the Lake Roberts 

construction project, and a follow up email was sent on 3/18] 

 

Q. Our biggest problem here is communication. It’s a safety issue regarding the cell phone service. I 

don't know if any of that is a possible topic. 

 

A. Yes, that follows on the topic infrastructure--a topic in plan revision.     

 

Agenda Item #4: How Do We Want to Work Together? 
 

After working together for 40 minutes, a representative from each small group reported out highlights 

of their group’s discussion on expectations for working together.  Additional ideas written on 

worksheets were given to Gila NF staff.  Note: Items in brackets [ ] are used by the facilitator to add 

clarity. 

 

 Agency to community: have to have competent and knowledgeable people. 

 

 Information reaches the document and it’s ground-truthed. Open minded, transparency. 

Obligation of the public to share information/knowledge to the Forest Service.  

 

 The community expects to be listened to. Feedback is very important. What did you do with that 

information? How did our information influence you? Why? 

 

 Persistence with the Forest Service. 

 

 Local need for communities to understand laws and policies where we’re bound so they’re not 

asking for things that are beyond our scope. 

 

 When questions arise, there’s a specialist at the meeting. 

 

 There’s a lack of cell phone and internet coverage to communicate. We need to communicate so 

this information is transmitted back and forth. More local meetings: who’s involved? 

 

 There’s a funnel called simple. Another one: common sense funnel. Honesty, integrity, common 

sense. We have ESA, NEPA—a lot are very beneficial. Mutual respect. 
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 Mimbres newsletter. Write up a summary article and keep posting. Keep the community 

informed. 

 

 Too often we built the plan but haven’t built the foundation.  

 

 Use of the Mimbres Messenger.  
 

 

Meeting Location: Truth or Consequences, NM 

Black Range Ranger District 

Thursday, March 12, 2015, 5 p.m.-8 p.m. 

Sierra County Fairgrounds 

 

 

Fifty-two community members participated in the sixth Community Conversations meeting in Truth or 

Consequences, NM with 11 Forest staff members in attendance. 

 
Welcome/Introductions 

 

Ray Torres, Wilderness District Ranger, filled in for Larry Cosper, Black Range District Ranger, who was 

responding to a family matter. Ray welcomed participants and Forest staff introduced themselves and 

their resource specialty. Meeting participants also introduced themselves. 

 

Agenda Item #2: Generations Wall 

 

Generations Wall-At a Glance 

 

Numerous written comments/ideas/events were written on the wall or on sticky notes in an effort to, as 

Collaboration Cadre member Steve Daniels said, “…give the Forest Service a better sense of history.”  

While some of the many contributions did not align specifically with one of the three markers in the 

timeline, it appears that the majority of comments/ideas/events were placed in the 2015 (Present 

Generation) and Local spatial area. Some comments in the pre-1990 and Local nexus anchored many of 

the wall’s other contributions with references to specific wildfires, court rulings, grazing and public 

access. At least one contribution referred to the intersection of private property rights and the Forest 

plan; others cited specific laws, acts and policies as a reference.  Some contributions referred to the 

reintroduction of the Mexican wolf as an event the Forest Service should know about. Looking ahead to 

the future generation (2040), there were comments about protecting private property rights and 

activities on the Forest, e.g. trapping, hunting, outfitting, ranching, mining, timber harvest and hiking.  

  

Agenda Item #3: Presentation: Why Forest Plan Revision Matters (Matt Schultz, Gila NF Planning Staff) 

Matt Schultz and other members of Forest Service staff responded to the following questions. The 

questions and responses are recorded verbatim. The facilitator has added brackets [ ] to items for 

clarity. 
 

Q & A 
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Q. About the policy & regulations, does the plan's policies & regulations include those that might be 

deemed wrong that were enacted by the FS? Will we be able to revisit laws, regulations, and policies, is 

there an opportunity to revise those? 

A. No, we will not be revising those in the plan. 

 

Q. The City of T or C has a comprehensive plan. Would that be used in the development of the forest 

plan? 

A. Anything that has a connection to the Forest will help shape the forest plan.  

 

Q. In the ecological services slides, what are baseline carbon stocks and how are they evaluated? 

A. Carbon is stored in soil, organic matter, vegetation. It’s a matter of services the FS provides--storage 

fluxes--other activities cycle--to track that on a forest scale. Ultimately, that carbon cycle factors in 

climate change. It’s part of the ecosystem services the Forest provides.  

 

Q. The special designation process goes through Congress. What about executive orders? 

A. Executive orders mostly considers designations of monuments--which is outside the scope of FS--

under the Antiquities Act. 

 

Q. On those carbon stocks, is there a standard method to measure? 

A. [Mitchel White] There's some basic science that determines carbon levels on certain species--

differences in the amount of carbon in different life forms. There’s lots of research on carbon stocks in 

soil before and after fire, e.g. we can see what happens when we harvest trees, fire. We can look at 

changes in the carbon levels. 

 

A. My question is, are there standard methods--how do you collect the data? 

A. Right now, technologies are being developed at the Regional Office level. We don't have the local 

resources--or the funding. It’s a process that will be used throughout forests in the southwest. It's at a 

level that’s more than we can afford to do. We can take that baseline level and from there we can use 

that. The Regional Office will have the standard.   

 

Q. During the NEPA process, will the county will be invited to be a cooperating agency? 

A. It’s procedural to begin in NEPA, but conversations are happening tomorrow [with Sierra County]—on 

social conditions and land use plans. When the time comes for NEPA, we'll probably be talking about 

cooperating status with counties and other eligible entities.  

 

Q. Will you be requiring cooperating status before any coordinating efforts? 

A. No, we'll be coordinating throughout the entire process. We'll be taking the time to talk with anyone 

who wants to engage--we're not going to wait for the NEPA, using the definition of stakeholders as 

anyone who thinks they're a stakeholder. We'll be doing an exercise later on, asking how people want to 

be involved--similar form for organizations--what issues are they concerned about, and how to 

coordinate those relationships. 
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Agenda Item #4: How Do We Want to Work Together? 
 

After working together for 40 minutes, a representative from each small group reported out highlights 

of their group’s discussion on expectations for working together.  Additional ideas written on 

worksheets were given to Gila NF staff.  Note: Items in brackets [ ] are used by the facilitator to add 

clarity. 

 

 When the Forest Service uses best available science, they will prioritize the watersheds. We’re 

fishermen so we’re interested in restoring the fisheries in the Gila NF for use. 

 

 It would be helpful if the Forest Service would reach out to the communities. We’re in Las 

Cruces. Some of the areas aren’t immediately adjacent. 

 

 Listen and react. Use common sense. Consider our input and support. Respect our private 

property rights for use on the National Forest. 

  

Lots of things don't get communicated. More feedback from them.  

  

What would we expect of them: if this is above and beyond their control, tell us so we don't 

waste a bunch of time when, in fact, they can't even do anything about it. We would request 

that the agency tell us up front--that would keep a better communication. 

 

 That coordination process is really crucial—it allows the silent majority to speak through our 

elected representatives—the key is to hear what the silent majority is really saying. Reinforce 

the power through coordination. 

  

Genuinely listen to our concerns & needs. Understand that we have a lot of expertise. Listen to 

the professionals in the community. 

 

 Understand the socioeconomic conditions of the county. This is our community and we want it 

to remain a community. The decisions may positively or negatively affect this community. We 

expect you to explain if there's no wiggle room, tell us up front. How much is wiggle room is 

there--70%? 10%? Tell us. I know that's hard to do, to draw a line in the sand. Tell us, "There's 

national policy on that." We want the Forest Service to communicate with us. 

 

 What we expect most is integrity. We all have one interest-preserve the natural resources, If 

either side feels there's lack of integrity, we're doomed. That means everything. 

 

 Communicate, integrity. This really is about the sustainability of the resources. We look forward 

to other entities being involved. We'd like to have more voice than special interest groups who 

are around the world and who don't live with the decisions like we do. 
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 Key points: more accountability. If the Forest Service says it’s going to do something, we need to 

follow through and so do they. There’s confusion about policies and regulations and do they 

conflict with the law. Science-based answer don’t conflict with political issues. 

 

 Open, transparency, communication. Is there a mechanism in place for reviewing policies? We’d 

like to know what that is. 

 

 We expect to police ourselves, too. We have to lead by example. That’s really where it starts, 

helping each other, putting it all together.  
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Appendix: Generation Walls from each Community Conversation 
 

2015-03-09 D3 Quemado RD, Quemado, NM Community Conversation Generation Wall Comments and Statements 
(notes: (sn) means it was a comment from a sticky note and arrows mean there where direction(s) indicated with the comment) 

 ←      1990      → ←      2015      → ←      2040      → 

Local *Timber (Logging); 

*No Longer Part Of The Community; 

*SW Industries Closes; 

*Exclosures On Dry Blue And Other 

Creeks; 

*Logging; 

*Road Improvements; 

*Thinning; 

*Overgrazing On Allotments, Allotment 

Abuses; 

*Straying Away From Multiple Use; 

*←Wolves→; 

*Drought, Overgrazing; 

*Denied Access; 

*Employment; Access?; 

*Abandoned Barbwire Fences; 

*In Many Areas Of Forest, Mostly Juniper 

& Piñon. What About Introducing Native 

Species That Used To Grow Here Before 

Junipers Out Competed & They 

Disappeared; 

*Large Fires, Timber (Logging), Forest 

Access, Wolves; 

*Illegal Roads, Forest Fires, Disrespectful 

Forest Visitors; 

*Clean Out Dirt Tanks, Better Oversight On 

People Driving Off Road. Or People On 

ATVs Chasing Cattle; 

*Limit Quads; 

*I. Cattle Leases: A. Should Some Be 

Retired? B. Should They Be Reviewed 

Yearly? C. Should Rates For Leases Be 

Increased? D. Should Lease Holder Be 

Responsible For Removing Unused 

Fences/Wire, Keeping Water Tanks 

Operational All Year. CJA; 

*Juniper Are Taking Over Meadows On 

The Forest. Needs To Be More Controlled 

Burns To Open The Meadows Back Up; 

*Continue As A Land Of Many Uses-

*Continue Grazing On Forest Lands; 

*No Wolves, Multiple Use; 

*Hunters Manage Delisted Wolves; 

*No Wolves; 

*Utilize “Best Available UNBIASED” 

Science And Who Determines “Best 

Available”; 

*Water Rights Not Be “Stolen”; 

*Limit Special Interest Groups Running The 

FS; 

*Special Interests Should Pay To Use Lands 

(Ie Hiking Etc); 

*Slow Forest Fires Clearing Encroachment 

PJs-Log-Graze; 

*Multiple Use, Reasonable Access, Wolves; 

*Continued Multiple Use-Employment 

Opportunities-Growth For The County; 

*Is Travel Management Plan Feasible?; 

*Local Control; 

*Clean Air & Water 
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Grazing, Logging, Hunting, Recreation; 

*Put A Stricter Control On People & 

Hunters Who Use ATV In The Forest So 

That We Can Control Erosion & Scaring 

The Animals That Habitué In The Forest. 

Marcial; 

*Continue Grazing; 

*Thin More Trees; 

*PILT Guaranteed!; 

*More Oversight Of Hunting/Poaching On 

Forest; 

*Let NMDOT Do Their Job-Vegetation 

Management, Clear Trees Back, Clear 

Shaded Areas Ice Stays Longer 

Regional *Limit Special Interest Groups Running FS *←Wolves→; 

*Wallow Fire; 

*Whitewater Baldy Fire; 

*Flood; 

*Access To Employment; 

*Travel Management; 

*Access To Employment, Is Hiring Truly 

Impartial?; 

*No More Wilderness Or Wild & Scenic 

Designations 

 

National *Debt Reduction; 

*Mineral Production & Multiple Use; 

*Limit Special Interest Groups Running FS 

*Yarnell Fire; 

*Secured PILT; 

* FS Funding Priorities? 

*Climate Change 
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2015-03-10 D6 Reserve RD, Reserve, NM Community Conversation Generation Wall Comments and Statements 
(notes: (sn) means it was a comment from a sticky note and arrows mean there where direction(s) indicated with the comment) 

 ←      1990      → ←      2015      → ←      2040      → 

Local *1860s McCartys Started Ranching; 

*1924-America’s First Wilderness-The 

Gila!; 

*PJ Control, Endangered Species?; 

Healey 1999?; 

*Lost Logging, Lost Livestock #s; 

*Good Fuelwood Areas; 

*Increased Thinning, Add Logging, Get 

The Springs And Water Flowing, Decrease 

The Federal Gov’t’s Authority With The 

Endangered Species, Allow People To 

Protect Their Property & Livestock; 

*Reintro Wolves; Poisoned Rivers & 

Streams; 

*Closed Roads For Recreation; 

*Wolf Introduction; 

*PJ Invasion Cannot Do Anything W/O 

NEPA But NEPA Schedules Change 

(1998) Almost Annually?→ 

*Wallow Fire; 

*Need Logging For Healthy Forest; 

*Threat Of Fire From Dry Blue; 

*Involvement Of Local Gov’t & Public In 

Plan; 

*Whitewater Baldy Complex Fire, Silver 

Fire, Much Of Mixed Conifer Gone; 

*Master Agreement Grant SWCD/Gila 

Forest; 

*1. Clarity-No Hidden Agendas, 

Something? EIS-Available to Public, Not 

Talked Out (sn); 

*2. Monitored The Meeting To See If It Is 

Working (sn); 

*3. Common Interest (sn); 

*Limited Fuelwood Areas; 

*Handicap Access To Road Use For ATV 

Riders; 

*Large Fires & Floods; 

*PJ Invasion Cannot Do Anything W/O 

NEPA But NEPA Schedules Change 

(1998) Almost Annually?→Still Hasn’t 

Started; 

*Luna Rodeo 1) Burned Trees From 

Wallow Fire To West Of Arena Need To 

Be Taken Out Before They Fall, 2) Keep 

Area North Of Arena For Camping, 3) 

Luna Irrigation Improvements; 

*Climate Change 

*Clean Water, Enough Water; 

*Economy; 

*Have Wildlife To Enjoy; 

*Maintain Healthy Forests!; 

*No More Wolves, TMR Or Wild & Scenic 

Or Wilderness Designations↓; 

*Thin Forest; 

*More Logging, More Livestock; 

*ATV Trail System; 

*Have Forest For Our Children And *Their 

Children; 

*No Closed Trails; Budget Cuts; 

*More Wilderness; 

*No Wolves Or Grizzly Bears; 

*Sustainable Multiple Use, Remember Who 

The Forest Belongs To; 

*Conservation Projects On Ground Through 

Local SWCD; 

*Still Have Forest And Wildlife, Be Able 

To Access It; 

*ATV Trails, Logging; 

*Affordable Restoration & Related 

Sustainable Economy, “Normal” Fire 

Regime; 

*Good Recreation and Tourism, Healthy 

Watersheds→, Water For Wildlife And 

People; 

*Four Thing Needed: 1. Responsible 

Logging, 2. Cattle Ranchers, 3. Less 

Government Regulations, 4. Wood 

Gathering (sn); 

*Responsible Logging To Prevent Huge 
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Fires We’ve Had In The Last Several 

Years, Employment, Money For Schools 

(sn); 

*Cattle Ranching, Decrease Elk Herd, Work 

With But Don’t Dictate, Exclusively Have 

Somebody Familiar With Ranching (sn); 

*Government Remember The Land Belongs 

To The PUBLIC Not The Government To 

Dictate (sn); 

*Make People The Main Consideration Not 

A Fish, A Bird, A Mouse, A Lizard, Etc 

(sn); 

*Fire Wood, Make Wood Gathering 

Possible For Disabled Or Older Persons-

Who Cannot Carry Wood To The Road 

(sn); 

*Old NEPAs Need To Be Brought Up To 

Date And Need To Be Done By New 

Mexico State Instead Of Being Done By 

The Forest Service (sn); 

*Forest Service Should Not Be A Partner In 

The Wolf Program, Should Try To 

Manage The Situation To Help The Local 

Allotment Holders (sn); 

*The Forest Needs To Be Logged, Thinned 

And Managed Better (sn); 

*Tanks Need To Be Cleaned And Repaired 

(sn); 

*Cattle #s Should Be Set By An Outside 

Organization That Does Not Have Any 

Conflicts With Allotment Holders (sn); 

*Ratio Factors On Cattle #s Should Be 

Same On All Allotments (sn); 

*Should Not Be Any Discrimination To 

Any Allotment Over Others (sn) 
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Regional *←MSO, ↓Logging, TE Fish, ↓Grazing, 

Loss Of Aspen; 

*Decreased Tree Thinning; 

*Began Less Mangt Because Of ESA 

*Travel Mgt; 

*More Catastrophic Fires; 

*Road Closures; 

*Wolves; 

*Don’t Deny Access To The Nat’l Forest; 

*Keep The Multiple Use; 

*Remember You (The Forest Service) 

Work For Us “The Taxpayers”!; 

*Remember You (The Forest Service) 

Work For Us “The Taxpayers”! Across 

The Nation; 

*No More Wolves, TMR Or Wild & Scenic 

Or Wilderness Designations↓; 

*Thin Forest; 

*Healthy Production In Every Area Ie, 

Logging, Livestock Etc, Multiple Use 

Means Multiple Use!; 

*Less Re-intro Of “ESA” Animals; 

*More Forest Mangt For Healthy Forests; 

*Budget Cuts; 

*Less Wolves, No Wolves; 

*More Wilderness Designation; 

*More Wolves; 

*ATV Trails; 

*Healthy Forests; 

*No More Wolves Or Grizzly Bears; 

*Remember The 1930s, Etc Fewer Stands 

Of PJ, More Grass 

National *1924-Americas First Wilderness-The Gila 

Set The Stage For Our Country’s Natural 

heritage 

*Travel Mgt; 

*Disassociation Between Food/Fiber 

Producers & Consumers “Where Does My 

Meal Come From? Walmart; 

*←Movement Of People, Money & Power 

From Rural To Large Urban Areas→; 

*Rise In Power National/Regional 

Environmental Groups; 

*National Budget Cuts, Debt; 

*Fire Borrowing From Restoration & Other 

Line Items For Suppression; 

*←Climate Change→; 

*←Lawsuits & Analysis Paralysis→ 

*No More Wolves, TMR Or Wild & Scenic 

Or Wilderness Designations↓; 

*Less Wilderness; 

*More Wilderness; 

*Forest Health Management; 

*Budget Cuts; 

*Less Controversy Over Forest 

Management; 

*ATV Trails; 

*No Wolves, Grizzly Bears; 
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2015-03-10 D4 Glenwood RD, Glenwood, NM Community Conversation Generation Wall Comments and Statements 
(notes: (sn) means it was a comment from a sticky note and arrows mean there where direction(s) indicated with the comment) 

 ←      1990      → ←      2015      → ←      2040      → 

Local *H2O Rights, Mine Closures, Floods, 

Logging Stopped;  

*Wilderness Trail Work Declined (sn); 

*Outfitter/Guide 

*2013 Catwalk Destruction (sn); 

*2012 Whitewater Baldy Fire; 

*Silver Fire; 

*WWB Fire-Local Economy; 

*Safety→; 

*Catwalk; 

*2013 More Flooding Due To The 

Whitewater Baldy Fire; 

*←Drought→; 

*Wolf Intro;  

*Travel Management Restrictions→, 

Fuelwood Harvest→; 

*Grazing→, Logging→, ←Remote 

Mgmt→; 

*↓Multiple Use→ 

*Will There Still Be Ranching (sn); *Thin 

Forests (sn); 

*2015-2040 Will Forest Service Continue 

To Be Land Of Many Uses (sn); 

*Watershed Management; 

*Protected Watersheds; 

*Drinking Water For Campers 

Regional *H2O, GSF, Multiple Use Change; 

*Over Grazing, Drought;  

*Over Grown Forest 

*Wildland Fires; 

*←Drought→; 

*Night Sky; 

*↑Cosmic Campground↓; 

 *Power Load Growth→ 

*Trails; 

*Wilderness, Monuments, -No 

Congressional Approval, Disregarding 

Congress; 

*↓More Wilderness↑ 

National *Multiple Use Change; 

*Outdoor Night Lighting Hides Night Sky 

For Most People→; 

*Over Grown Forest  

*Fire Borrowing (Budget); 

Aging Infrastructure (Roads, Powerlines, 

Etc)→; 

*↑Climate Change↑ 

*2025 EPA Carbon Reduction  
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2015-03-11 D7 Silver City RD and Gila NF SO, Silver City, NM Community Conversation Generation Wall Number 1 Comments and 
Statements 

(notes: (sn) means it was a comment from a sticky note and arrows mean there where direction(s) indicated with the comment) 
 ←      1990      → ←      2015      → ←      2040      → 

Local *Gerry Engel Retires; 

*Surveys Of Native Plants Done Before 

GPS Available To Determine Range & 

Location Of Endangered Native Plants; 

*FS Should Make Supporting Local 

Businesses A Priority; 

*→Forest Management Has Generally Been 

Improving→; 

*Fire Mgt, Travel Plan; 

*More Consideration Of Economic Impact 

Of Decisions 

*Fire Mgt, Travel Plan; 

*Use The AWSA Water (sn); 

*ATVs Limited To Certain Zones; 

*Travel Mgt Plan, Loss Of Trail Access 

Because Of Large Fires And Reduced 

Budgets; 

*Better Use Of Fire At Appropriate Time Of 

Year; 

*Fire Prevention-Thinning-Healthy Forest, 

Forest Usage, Lack Of Motorized Traffic 

& Camping, Road Closures, Good 

Management (sn); 

*Fire & Consequent Flooding May Have 

Destroyed Or Severely Affected State 

Listed Endangered Native Plants, New, 

Thorough Baseline Studies Need To Be 

Done; 

*More Wolves, Fewer Cows; 

*Increased Collaboration & Partnership Of 

FS & Town, County, Community; 

*Educational Opportunities; 

*Cosmic Campground↓; 

*Down With Wolves (sn); 

*Leave The Road System Alone, The 

Wilderness Has Already Limited Our 

Access Enough, It’s Our Land We Pay 

Your Salary (sn); 

*Complete GIS Layering & Research-More 

Transparency Available To Public (Done 

By Forest Planners Not Public something?; 

*Look @ Incorporating Soil & Water 

*Re-Unite Aldo Leopold & Gila 

Wildernesses; 

*Increased Recognition By FS Of 

Importance Of Recreation & Trail 

Maintenance (Most Of Public Sees FS 

Through Those Activities); 

*Bring Back The Mule Deer; 

*Enhance Habitat Conditions-Including 

Water; 

*Remediation & Prevention Of Destruction 

Of Habitats For Endangered Plants Will 

Have Been Done, So That Fire & Floods 

Won’t Harm Them. Careful Baseline 

Surveys & Studies Will Have Been Done 

W/GPS To Provide Maximum Protection 
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Conservation District Land Use Plans (sn) 

Regional *Bad Livestock/Wildlife Ratios Specified In 

Old Plan; 

*Bad Livestock/Wildlife Ratios Specified In 

Old Plan (Too Much Emphasis On 

Livestock); 

*Advances In FS Fire Management; 

*←Decrease In Fed Support For 

Maintenance & Law Enforcement→; 

*→Increase In Diversity Of Uses→ 

*Fire Mgt, Travel Plan; 

*Work W/Local Government (Soil & Water 

Conservation District) (sn); 

*Work To Reduce Catastrophic Wildfire 

Through Watershed Restoration (sn); 

*Watershed Health As A Hugh Priority (sn); 

*Large Fire Effects; 

*Consider All Land Users When Attempting 

To Suggest More Wilderness & Other 

Land Use Restrictive Mgmt Areas (sn); 

*Continue To Allow Grazing (sn); 

*Work With Applicable State Agencies On 

Water Issues (sn); 

*Public Access To Forest And Knowledge 

Of What Is Available To The Public Such 

As Trails And Campgrounds; 

*Work W/Local Residents & USFS 

Inholdings (sn); 

*Archaeology/Preservation; 

*No Campfires In SW National Forests-Too 

Fire Prone!: 

*Cosmic Campground↓, Appreciate Your 

Night Sky; 

*!Catwalk!; 

*The Attempt To Control The Streams & 

Rivers By Taking Land On Both Sides Of 

Water Ways Will Drive Some Of Us Out 

Of Our Homes (sn); 

*Work Collaboratively W/Stake Holders 

(Especially Grazing Permittees) On 

Endangered Species Issues (sn); 

*Oppose Diversion!; 

*We Need A Lumber Mill For: 1. Fire 

Control, 2. Lumber Supply Silver City & 

*Enhance Habitat Conditions-Including 

Water; 

*Keep Gila Bird Area Free Of Cattle; 

*Maintain Biological Diversity; 

*Effective Law Enforcement; 

*Continue to Allow Grazing-Multiple Use 

Of Forests (sn) 
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Surrounding Area, 3. For Silver City 

(Lumber For My New House Came From 

IDAHO!) 

National *Apparent Decrease In Public Use Of 

Public Lands; 

*Forest Mismanagement Has Increased Fire 

Catastrophe (sn) 

*Declining FS Budgets→; 

*Cosmic Campground↑; 

*↑Climate Change→ 
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2015-03-11 D7 Silver City RD and Gila NF SO, Silver City, NM Community Conversation Generation Wall Number 2 Comments and 
Statements 

(notes: (sn) means it was a comment from a sticky note and arrows mean there where direction(s) indicated with the comment) 
 ←      1990      → ←      2015      → ←      2040      → 

Local *←Endangered Species Act↓; 

*Trail Condition/Maintenance Begins To 

Degrade; 

*Wolf Reintroduction↓; 

*HIKING Kept Trails In Good Shape (sn); 

*Clear Evidence Of Poor Condition Of 

Forest Infrastructure Due To Decreased 

Federal Funding↓; 

*Diamond Bar Recovering; 

*Fire Protection For The Next→100 Yrs, 

Gila River Protection For The Next→100 

Yrs; 

*Wallow, Whitewater Baldy, Silver; 

*Maintain Existing Facilities To Avoid 

Degradation (sn); 

*Build Wildlife Improvements (sn); 

*Continue To Make Facility And 

Infrastructure Improvements (sn) 

*Complete BLM & Mining Land Easement 

CDT Connector To Hwy 180 ASAP (sn); 

*Free Flowing Gila River; 

*Better Protection For Dragonfly 

Petroglyphs; 

*Preserve Riparian Habitats; 

*Citizen Science; 

*Burn It Or Log It; 

*Better Access To Wood Cutting Areas 

(sn); 

*Better Control Of Prescribed Burns (sn); 

*Stop Closure Of Forest & Roads (sn); 

*Expand Greenwood Cutting Areas For 

Juniper & Cedar. Thinning Will Improve 

Grazing Also Increase Size Allowed To 

Cut, Heavily Thin Cottonwoods In River 

Bottoms To Improve Stream Flow, Added 

Water And Less Flood Damage; 

*↓Budgets Restrict The FS Projects & 

Public Service (sn); 

*Regulate something?; 

*Rotate Frequently Where Wood Cutting 

Can Take Place (sn); 

*Maintain Healthy Forest; 

*Trail Access To Vehicles Over 50 Inch 

UTV For Baby Boomers Off Road Access; 

*I Am A Wood Cutter And Have Been All 

My Life Allow Access So I Can Continue 

To Live And Support MY Family Pete  

Evans (sn) 

*CDT Connects Through Grant County; 

*Enforce Travel Management Plan; 

*Rebuild Hiking Trails In Burn Areas; 

*Protect Gila NF From Loving It To Death 

W/Too Many Roads!; 

*Healthy Conservation Logging, Forest 

Grazing; 

*Combine Retired Grazing Permits So 

There Are Enough Pastures To Do Rest 

Rotation & Then DO IT!; 

*Restore And Maintain Hiking Trails; 

*Protect Roadless Areas; 

*Protect Soils, Water Quality; 

*Protect Riparian Areas; 

*More Proactive On Closing Forests When 

Fire Danger Is Extreme 
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Regional *←Endangered Species Act↓; 

*Reasonable Fees For Forest Uses And 

Users, 21
st
 Century Rates For All USERS 

(sn); 

*Wolf Reintroduction↓; 

*Clear Evidence Of Poor Condition Of 

Forest Infrastructure Due To Decreased 

Federal Funding↓; 

*←Fences Down→; 

*Livestock In Wrong Areas; 

*2012 Gila NF Trail Budget ↓ 60%→ 

*Open Communication Between 

Departments And Different Agencies On 

Goals, Project Into The Future-Drought 

And Climate Change (sn); 

*Will Expansion Of Broadband Internet Be 

Considered As Part Of The Plan? (sn); 

*→2014 Started Adopt A Trail Program @ 

Silver City RD→Future Trail Stewards; 

*Address Effects Of Climate Change; 

*Limit Wolf Population To Protect Wildlife 

And Livestock; 

*More Wilderness; 

*More Wolves Less Cows; 

*Reseed Fire Damage Areas With Native 

Plants Specific To That Area (sn); 

*Maintain Current Trails, Many Are Not 

Maintained & Will Disappear; 

*More Maps For Trails; 

*Adoption Program For Trails Maintenance, 

Schools, Business, People (sn); 

*Reintroduce Extinct And Endangered 

Species Back Into Forest And Protect 

Them In Specific Areas Of Habitat (sn); 

*Water Lockers For CDT Hikers (sn) 

*CDT NM Trail Connects/Complete; 

*Complete CDT Trail, Improve Trails; 

*Update Animal Surveys Accurately For 

Hunting & Trapping; 

*Limit Vehicle Access; 

*Protect Animals And Their Habitat; 

*Protect Watersheds; 

*Remove Invasive Species; 

*Keep Rivers Free Flowing; 

*Keep Cows Out Of Riparian Areas; 

*Raise Grazing Fees; 

*Raise Rates For All Usage To 2040 Rates; 

*Raise All Hunting Tag Fees To 2040 

Rates; 

*Manage For Wildlife; 

*Reduce Excessive And Unauthorized 

Roads; 

*Fire Works If Its Managed Right; 

*Gila River Wild & Scenic 

National *←Endangered Species Act; 

*Wolf Reintroduction; 

*Clear Evidence Of Poor Condition Of 

Forest Infrastructure Due To Decreased 

Federal Funding; 

*←Wilderness Act, Gila Designation; 

*Logging (sn); 

*Most People Know The Night Sky 

*Preserve Biodiversity; 

*Establish Wild And Scenic Status For The 

Gila; 

*Preserve And Expand Grazing Allotments; 

*Climate Change; 

*Save Money-Stop The Grazing Program 

*Increase USFS Budget; 

*Thin Overstocked Forests For Many 

Reasons!; 

*CDT Connects Top To Bottom-Bottom To 

Top!; 

*Protect T&E Species In All Forests; 

Climate Change 
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2015-03-12 D5 Wilderness RD, Lake Roberts, NM Community Conversation Generation Wall Comments and Statements 
(note: (sn) means it was a comment from a sticky note) 

 ←      1990      → ←      2015      → ←      2040      → 

Local  *Poor Communication (sn); 

*Wilderness And Roadless Areas Are Good 

But Make Management Challenging (sn); 

*Travel Management Plan Yes!, Roads For 

Off-Road, ATV Use In Designated Areas 

Only!, ATV Users Need To Be Aware Of 

Cultural Resources & Stay Off Of Those 

Resources (sn); 

*Still No Maps That The Public Can Use 

To Access W/Motorized Vehicles Based 

On Last (2014) Gila Travel Management 

Plan (sn); 

*Sawmill Gone & There Isn’t Any 

Productive Lumbering (sn); 

*Must Manage For Multiple Interests That 

Often Have Conflicting Ideas (sn); 

*Bring Back Local FD Prevention Patrols, 

Enjoyment #1 For People Fix Trails, 

Campgrounds (Trash Removal), Education 

So People Reconnect & Appreciate The 

Forest, Entering Private Land Signs, More 

Sharing With Locals & Businesses, Finish 

Lake; 

*Wildfire Issues-Wildland Urban Interface, 

Wilderness Protection, Rehabilitation, 

Prevention; 

*Substation At Cliff Dwellings Area (sn); 

*FS Budgets Shrink-Can’t Maintain 

Projects, Etc (sn); 

*Horse Trail Around Lake Roberts (sn); 

*More Wilderness, More Protection Of 

Cultural Resources, Education (Science, 

Leave No Trace, Preservation) (sn); 

*Gates On Campgrounds Closed At 10 PM 

Open At 6 AM (sn); 

*Adapt & Evolve Or Fail (sn); 

*More Recreational Opportunities (sn); 

*Improve Trail System (sn); 

*Restoration Of Habitats To Resilient & 

Diverse Assemblages (sn); 

*Access, Wilderness Trails Maintain And 

Well Signed, Family RV And Tent 

Camping Along Roads-Accessible For 

Elderly As Well As The Yong, Forest-

ATV Road Access-For Those Without The 

Ability To Hike Or Ride Horses (sn); 

*Use Of Grazing, Wood Cutting And 

Timbering To Keep Control Of Forest 

Over Growth (sn)  
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*Get NPS Involved They Need To Be A 

Partner In This (sn); 

*Maintain Healthy Lake (sn); 

*Partner With NPS Gila Cliff Dwellings, 

Demonstrate This With The Public (sn); 

*Public Use: Communicate Open Locations 

Status, Fees, Etc Among All Agencies, 

Local Gov’t (Visitors, Etc) (sn); 

*Review Fees & Campground 

Use/Demands To Better Provide For 

Demands (sn), Ex-More/Most 

Recreationalists Come Prepared To 

Hookup To Electric & Water (sn); 

*Maintain Good Access For Lake Roberts 

(sn); 

*No Campfires At Area 1 Mile East Of 

Lake (sn); 

*Cell Service Through The Region (sn); 

*Partners: Gila NPS, Heart Bar, Fish & 

Wildlife, State, Local Business, Silver City 

& Other Local Communities (sn); 

*Picnic Tables Back At Pine Flat (sn); 

*Identify & Protect Archeological Sites 

(sn); 

Restore & Maintain Trails, Roads & 

Informational Signs (sn); 

*Cell Towers For Use In Hotspots 

Education Residents & Emergency 

Contacts For Help, Work With Cell 

Providers (sn); 

*Trash Level At Undeveloped 

Campgrounds Is Unacceptable Bad For 

Animals and Look & Perception Of Forest, 

Trash Cleaning On Roads To Cleanup 

(sn); 
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*1. Keep Roads Open To The Public, 2. 

Keep Public Informed About Progress In 

Program, 3. We Have A Land Of Many 

Uses (Keep It) (sn); 

*4. Punish The People Who Do Not Obey 

Law, 5. Forest Service Stations Need To 

Be Open On Weekends So People Can Get 

Info (sn); 

*Timber Harvest, Fire Prevention (sn); 

*True Multiple Use Eg Lumbering Of 

Forest Especially Its Over Grown, Dead & 

Dying Areas (sn); 

*Stop Release Of Dangerous Predators Like 

Wolves With FWS On & Around 

Communities! Copperas Peak Is 6 Miles  

From Hot Springs & 7 Miles From lake 

Roberts – Not Safe 4 Publics And 

Residents (sn); 

*Ensure Grazing Is Done Responsibly (sn); 

*Better Signage For Fire Season To Build 

Awareness Very Poor In The Past! Very 

Poor Locations And Not Visible At Night, 

Signs Not At Trail Heads (sn); 

*Public Education (sn); 

*Selective Logging (sn); 

*Communication Is Limited-Incorporate A 

Plan For Communication (Emergency 

Services) (sn); 

*Manage For Diversity (sn); 

*Will NEPA Regs Be Applicable To New 

Forest Plan (sn); 

*Thin Area Behind Private Property For 

Fire Breaks (sn); 

*Manage Fires Through Our Communities 

Looks Bad, Damages Property & Does 
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Not Preserve The Beauty Of The Forest. 

Keep The Fire Cooler Near Communities. 

(Over) The Cliff Dwellings Looks Terrible 

After The Miller Fire & Visitors Do 

Complain Saying The Forest Looks Ugly 

(sn) 

Regional *Over Grazing (sn) *Recovering Resilient Riparian Corridors; 

*Gila River Water Stays In Watershed; 

*Local Business Benefit From Surrounding 

Gila NF; 

*Managed Grazing But Historic Affects 

Remain (sn); 

*Training On Proper Forest Use, Access-

Trails Roads, Livestock Uses, Train 

(Recreation) Grazing (sn); 

*FS Needs To Use & Stand Behind Best 

Available Science Even In The Face Of 

pressure From Groups With Other 

Agendas, Don’t Be Scared Of Loud 

Publics (sn); 

*Step Up Enforcement-Monitor Illegal 

Travel By ATVs, Etc. Patrol For Illegal 

Woodcutting (sn); 

*Prepare For Much More Intense Use As 

The Gila NF Becomes Discovered! (sn); 

*Adequate $ For Watershed & Forest & 

Fire Restoration; 

*Trail Maintenance (sn); 

*More People Using USFS Lands-But 

Fewer Roads & Trails Due To Closures 

And Study Areas, Very Limited Multiple 

Use Of USFS Lands (sn); 

*Keep Gila Intact!! This Is One Of A Kind 

& We Need To Keep The Water In Its 

Home Place (sn) 

*Grazing (sn); 

*No Public Grazing (sn) 
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National *FS Flush Budgets-Many Projects & 

Products (sn);  

*Environmental Legislation Curbs Local 

Economy In Rural Areas By Limiting Use 

Of Natural Resources (sn); 

*1979 Archaeological Resource Protection 

Act, 1990 Native American Grave 

Protection Act (sn); 

*1924 Designation Of Wilderness Area, 

1974 Wilderness Act!, 1964 Historic 

Preservation Act (sn); 

*Milkweed Resistant Crop 

*Allow Timber Harvest (sn); 

*Climate Change Whether “Nature” Or 

“Man-Induced” Must Be Accepted, And 

Habitats Managed In Light Of Such (sn); 

*Must Do More Or Same With Less ($ & 

People) (sn); 

*Decimation Of The Monarch Butterfly 

Population 

*FS Goes Away-Public Lands/Access Goes 

Private (sn); 

*Clean Integration Of Forest And Large 

Economic Industries Like VW; 

*Safe Havens For The Monarch Butterflies; 

*Multiple Use Management Of Forest That 

Encourages Rural Natural Resource Based 

Business & Recreation With Smart Use Of 

The Resources-Stimulates Rural 

Economies (sn) 
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2015-03-12 D2 Black Range RD, Truth or Consequences, NM Community Conversation Generation Wall Comments and 
Statements 

(note: (sn) means it was a comment from a sticky note) 
 ←      1990      → ←      2015      → ←      2040      → 

Local *Divide Fire; 

*Thinning, Timber Sales; 

*Open Roads & Trails Access; 

*Sagebrush Rebellion; 

*Recognition Custom & Culture; 

*Reeds Fire; 

*Recognize & Comply With Court Rulings 

On Property & Vested Rights; 

*Guide Fire; 

*Rx Fire; 

*Cattle And Ranching Industry (sn); 

*Open Public Access (sn); 

*Hunting & Recreation (sn); 

*Indian Peaks Rx; 

*Reinstate Empty Grazing Allotments; 

*Hermosa Rx Fire; 

*Rodeo Chedeski Fire; 

*Wildland Fire Use; 

*Science Based Fire Management; 

*Catastrophic Fire (Class I Fires $$$) (sn); 

*Boiler Fire Use; 

*Drought; 

*Wolves 

*Los Conchas; 

*Bull Fire Use; 

*#1 Silver Fire; 

*Whitewater Baldy Complex Fire-Largest 

In State History; 

*2013 Floods On Creeks; 

*Science Based NEPA Decisions; 

*Cooperation↓; 

*Road VS Roadless (sn); 

*Forest Fires (sn); 

*Road Closures (sn); 

*Better Science (sn); 

*Develop Community Based Collaborative 

Groups (sn); 

*Forest Plan To Protect→1897 Forest 

Reserve Act Conform W/Appropriation 

Water Doctrine, 1897 Livestock 

Reservation Site Act Granted 160 Acre 

Stock Water Locations Around Every 

Stock Water Site, Well, Springs Etc, 1910 

Picket Act Classified Land AS Grazing 

Districts. To Protect Water Rights & 

Rights Of Way, 1916-1929-1949 Stocking 

Raising Homestead Act Solidified Vested 

Rights Water & ROW’s→Stock 

Driveway, 1949 Compensation For Vested 

Rights, 1899 Forest Reserve Act,  2015  

(sn); 

*Keep Grazing On Gila (sn); 

*More Public Access (Automobile) (sn); 

*   More Rx Burns, Watershed Mgmt, 

*Protect Private Property Rights (sn); 

*X3 Children Out Of Cages; 

*Trapping, Hunting, Outfitting, Ranching, 

Mining, Timber Harvest; 

*[Stop] Trapping, Hunting, Outfitting, 

Ranching, Mining, Timber Harvest; 

*Hiking 
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Ecosystem Restoration, Multiple Use, 

Woodcutting; 

*Hunting & Recreation (sn); 

*Cattle Industry (sn); 

*Open Public Access (sn); 

*Off Road Vehicle Usage (sn); 

*2016 Consult W/Local Gov’t Land Use 

Plans; 

*2016 NO WOLVES 

Regional *ATV UTV Become Popular (sn); 

*Snow Lake & Wall Lake something? 

Recreation Spots (sn); 

*Thinning, Timber Sales; 

*Open Roads & Trails Access; 

*End Wilderness Allowed Burns Through 

Policy Too Much Private Damage; 

*Recognize ROW’s & Vested Rights 

Authorized Through The Stock Raised 

And Homestead Act (sn); 

*Reinstate Empty Grazing Allotments; 

*Wolves Have Destroyed Us!!!! (sn); 

*Rodeo Chedeski; 

*Cross Country Travel Becomes 

Mechanized Damaging Resources (sn); 

*Grazing (Permits) A Right Given By The 

[Organic] Act Of 1912 Not A Privilege 

Given By The Forest Service; 

*PRESERVE Springs AND Monitor Them; 

*Wild Fire And Floods Erosion Of Stream 

Banks Loss Of Habitat & Fisheries (sn); 

*Science Based Fire Management; 

*Access to Public Lands (sn) 

*Forest Thinning (sn); 

*Los Conchas; 

*Pre Fire Management (sn); 

*Gila Trout Restoration Expand To Entire 

Watershed (sn); 

*Fires From No Logging Due To Gov’t 

Stupidity & Fake Science; 

*Yarnell; 

*Proactive Approach To Fire Management 

Not Reactive (sn); 

*Honor This→  2015 , The Act Of 1897 

And Predecessor Bills. 1907-State Law, 

Water Law! Pre Existing 1907 Existence 

Of An Application To Or A Permit From 

The Existing Water Right, Grazing Must 

Be Included In Forest Plan. Allotments 

Were Established Prior To Forest Service. 

They Were Allotments Not “Permits” 

(Keep It That Way) (sn); 

*Mechanized Travel Regulations Increases 

(sn); 

*Timber Logging; 

*Trails Maintained; 

*”We Burn Things Up” Mike White (sn); 

*How Is The Forest Service Planning On 

Incorporating Our Private Property 

*Grizzly Bears (sn); 

*Post Fire Straw & Seeding Brought 

Invasive Weeds Now Beyond Control (sn); 

*Grazing & Timber History; 

*Bigger Thinning Operations To Provide 

For A Healthier Forest (sn); 

*Stop The Declining Elk Population (sn); 

*Watershed Management (sn); 

*Reasonable Access (sn); 

*Allotment Retirement (sn); 

*Riparian Exclosures (sn); 

*Mule Deer Habitat, Turkey Habitat (sn); 

*Allotment Buy Out (sn); 

*Watershed Management (sn); 

*Trapping, Hunting, Outfitting, Ranching, 

Mining, Timber Harvest; 

*[Stop] Trapping, Hunting, Outfitting, 

Ranching, Mining, Timber Harvest; 

*Citizens Buying Locally Grown & 

Harvested Rough Cut Lumber (sn) 
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→[Vested Rights] Rights In The Gila 

Forest Plan (sn); 

*Refocus Management On Forest Health & 

Diversity Rather Than What We Can Take 

From The Forests (sn); 

*No Wolves (sn); 

*Keep All Forest Service Roads Open To 

OHVs & Rec Vehicles (sn); 

*Watershed Improvement (sn); 

*Keep Stock-Raising Homestead Act! (sn); 

*Keep Multiple Use (sn); 

*Multi-Land Use (sn); 

*Logging Past-Present Future; 

*USFS Working To Get Poor, Outdated, 

Unworkable Laws Changed (sn); 

*Prohibit Grazing In Riparian Zones (sn); 

*Endangered Species Act (sn); 

*Gila Trout Restoration (sn); 

*CREEKS Preserved-Not Channeled (sn); 

*Military Activities In Wilderness Areas 

Suspended (sn) attached to this sticky note 

was another write-up: “My major concern 

is for the USFS to have implemented a 

plan before huge, catastrophic fires can 

occur, rather than after they are roaring 

beyond and control and expense. Proactive 

management is needed and NO 

MANAGEMENT is what we seem to have 

now. Using natural fire barriers and 

controlled burns to reduce the possibility 

of catastrophic fires would be a better use 

of the Hotshot crews than clearing out 

juniper trees so antelope can better see 

their predators. Following the money trail, 

"black forests mean green pockets". A 
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whole lot of mitigation can be done safer, 

cheaper, and more easily and better 

controlled than what happens in a normal 

Class1 fire situation. Hazardous fuels near 

communities, water supply protection, 

restoration of ecosystems, travel 

management rules, Gila Trout 

ramifications for private landowners, Pine 

Beetle outbreaks, SOPA, NEPA, and ESA 

are issues that need to be addressed. (The 

NM Meadow Jumping Mouse is now in 

the Santa Fe Forest and has necessitated 

stream fencing there). USFS chainsaw use 

in all forests, rather than reverting to 

century's-old means is only logical and 

should be the foremost on USFS agenda 

for Wilderness trail maintenance.”; 

*Access; 

*Develop Waters (sn); 

*Forest Fire Breaks (sn); 

*Manage For Wilderness & Wildlife, Big 

Predators Too. (Wolves) 

National *Open Roads & Trails Access; 

*PJ & Pine Thinning, Timber Sales; 

*End The Let Burn In Wilderness Policy It 

Is Destroying Human Element & Property 

& Ecosystems; 

*Bitterroot Valley Burn W New National 

Fire Plan 

*Reinstate Empty Grazing Allotments; 

*Yarnell 

*Outfitting (Guides); 

*Don’t Allow Killing Native Species Such 

As (Trout) For Proposed Endangered 

Species Protection; 

*Private Property Rights; 

*Keep Hunting, Keep Trapping, 

Endangered Species Act, Grazing 

*More Prescribed Fires Near Mollogon, 

Willow Creek And All Gila (sn); 

*Input Only From Those Who Regulations 

Affect;  

*Reduce The Average Age Of Elk 

Population (sn); 

*Trapping, Hunting, Outfitting, Ranching, 

Mining, Timber Harvest; 

*[Stop] Trapping, Hunting, Outfitting, 

Ranching, Mining, Timber Harvest; 

*Healthy Grazing Of Fat Cattle On Lush 

Grass (sn) 

 


